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USA_state_boundaries_info

**Description**
A list containing the OGR information of USA_state_boundaries.

**Usage**
USA_state_boundaries_info

**Format**
ogrinfo object

USA_state_boundaries_map

**Description**
A spatial polygons data frame containing a map of the USA based on the NAD 1983 Albers projection.

**Usage**
USA_state_boundaries_map
USA_state_boundaries_summary

Format

A sp SpatialPolygonsDataFrame with 273 rows and 10 variables:

AREA Area of region, square meters
PERIMETER Perimeter of region, meters
STATES2K_ States2k_
STATES2K_I States2k_I
STATE Integer of states
NAME Name of states
LSAD LSAD
REGION Integer for region
DIVISION Integer for division
LSAD_TRANS LSAD_trans

USA_state_boundaries_summary

USA_state_boundaries Spatial summary

Description

A list containing a spatial summary of USA_state_boundaries.

Usage

USA_state_boundaries_summary

Format

A summary.Spatial object
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